INTRODUCTION
In indoor environments, advent of new locomotion types like robots have helped mankind by performing different functions from micro e.g. medical industry (operation theatres) to macro level e.g. robots in manufacturing industry. For all types of locomotion including human beings and robots, there is a need for route planning and guidance during navigation or tracking in buildings (particularly in public buildings like hospitals and airports). The route planning task in indoor navigation needs of information about the type of locomotion [2] and related environment to fully understand and to give a user some result in finding a place or object in which he IS 978-1-4673-1954-6/12/$31.00 ©20 12 IEEE Thomas H. Kolbe Dept. of Geodesy and Geoinfonnation Science, Technical University Berlin, Gennany thomas.kolbe (at) tu-berlin.de interested [8] . Reference [2] highlighted the importance of "consideration of navigational context" apart from localization and localization infrastructure. When we consider context in indoor navigation then the different types of locomotion become one of the important fa ctors to consider in indoor navigation. Each considered type of locomotion for indoor navigation determines specialized requirements to navigate in indoor space. When we examine and formalize these requirements then they result into detennination of specialized constraints for each type of locomotion. During the indoor navigation of a locomotion type, its constraints play an important role in distinguishing the navigable and nonnavigable space. Now it has to be determined what are those requirements, constraints, and constraint types that defme a navigable and nonnavigable area for the specific locomotion type.
The specialized locomotion types performing unique functions in various operating environments remain fo cus of study in distinct fields. In indoor navigation, most of the indoor navigation fr ameworks (discussed in related work) have fo cus on one type of locomotion e.g. driving. This decision of selection of the type of locomotion has very important affe ct on the indoor space representation. Because, each type of locomotion needs specialized indoor space representation and this representation will not be used for other type of locomotion for its indoor navigation e.g. indoor space's network model representation for a driving locomotion cannot be used for flying vehicle. Therefore, there is a need to fo cus on common and differing requirements for indoor navigation of different locomotion types which will help to detennine a common or a specialized 3D subspacing. This process of subspacing which will result in specialized 3D subspacing for a specific locomotion type need to be in a framework that must be based on sound mathematical rules and must integrate geometrical and topological information of 3D indoor environment.
Our fo cus of study will be on generalized locomotion types where most of the locomotion types share common characteristics. Here, we are considering locomotion types those are in common use in indoor environment. The common use locomotion types are distinguished based on mechanism of mobility criterion i.e. walking, driving and flying. Flying refers to take flight in the air, walking refers to leg (s), and driving refers to wheeled based locomotion types. We have considered an example of each type of locomotion, which is common in use and represents the distinguished mobility mechanism in indoor environment to define their constraints and to determine navigable and nonnavigable space e.g. wheelchair as a driving locomotion type. The rest of the paper is organized as fo llows: section II discusses the related work. Section III examines and analyses modes of locomotion and their requirements for indoor navigation. Section IV presents constraints resulting from locomotion types and conceptual constraint model. Section V presents the requirements of a fr amework for subspacing. This section fu rther describes a procedure of subspacing based on locomotion type, partition of indoor space based on constraints of the locomotion type, usage of navigational cells of indoor space for subspacing, MLSEM, and formalization of whole subspacing procedure. Conclusions and future work are given in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In the past, constraints of locomotion types have been discussed in detail in different fields like robotics, contact geometry, and indoor navigation systems. In robotics, researchers are fo cusing on geometric, kinematic and dynamic constraints, whereas in contact geometry they are emphasizing on geometrical constraints. And there are hybrid indoor navigation systems that are giving importance to semantic constraints. An overview of these discussions is given below.
The idea of configuration space representation as a method of transforming and representing a moving robot among obstacles into a very simple problem of moving a point avoiding among obstacles was introduced in [16] . It computes obstacle space by determining forbidden configurations to the robot due to the presence of these obstacles. Using the configuration space in robotics field, [12] discussed a framework that deals the whole body control framework for humanoid operating in human environment in the context of self collision, constraints, and obstacles. They defme the constraints as the physical and movement related restrictions and categorized them into contacts, joint limits, collision avoidance, and balancing. The framework decomposes a whole-body's multi-contact behaviour into low level tasks and integrates handling of internal and external constraints while accomplishing the tasks. Source [13] discussed about kinematic constraints for robot motion planning. They explained how the robot's body part movement and whole-body movement affects its path planning in configuration space. They further explained about geometric constraints that are used to know about geometry connection and collision detection for robots motion planning in configuration space. Reference [7] presented a method to determine an accessible route for a wheelchair considering geometric and behavioural constraints using motion planning methods. They use a "performance-based" approach which evaluates the suitability of trajectories computed by simulating behaviour of wheelchair in the configuration of a fa cility. [18] described a method to determine constraints on translational and rotational motion of 2D and 3D objects from contact geometry. The constraint by a single mating surface element is achieved by determining the space that is not allowed, and then analyzing the effects of surface element the constraint for the whole surface is obtained. They also computed the union of not-allowed space due to each contact surface element and taking its complement with whole space, the space of allowed motion parameters is computed. [24] presented a constraint based behavioural architecture called Survival Kit for robot navigation in indoor environment. The purpose of this kit is to provide immediate reactions to be implemented in a robot control system to maintain survival during navigation. It embodies a dedicated solution to address the in hand problem for safe navigation. The action fe ature space is the main component of this architecture, which describes all available actions to the robot allowed for a given sector of the environment e.g. maximum linear velocity. The above discussed articles have fo cused on robot or object motion planning considering only geometric and other constraints except the semantics (constraints related to meaning about environment and type of locomotion). They considered the constraints for robot's body and its body's part movement in a given environment, which is not in scope of this work. Our fo cus of study is on indoor locomotion types and issues generating from whole physical body of the locomotion type in determining navigable and nonnavigable space in indoor space. In the fo llowing paragraphs, the hybrid indoor navigation systems are discussed which fo cuses on semantic indoor navigation models for indoor environments and locomotion types. Source [1] proposed and implemented a semantically enriched navigation system called OntoNav for indoor environments. They consider environment semantics and user capabilities apart from geometric information. The system is human centric and defines user profiles based on attributes from his/her demographics, mental/cognitive, sensory, and motor abilities. The authors defined indoor navigation ontology to design indoor environments for semantics-driven user navigation and explained definitions about indoor environment like obstacle, passage, etc. The MNISIKLIS system [22] that provides indoor location based services with the concept of design for all approach (accessible to different users groups e.g. disabled persons). The system contains many modules including a semantic content management system (SCMC). Like OntoNav, the system is human centric considering human capabilities and preferences for navigation services. OntNav and MNISIKLIS, both semantically enriched indoor navigation systems have their fo cus on one type of locomotion i.e. human being. They discussed user's preferences and user profiles based on his abilities, which are not in scope of our study. In our case we are concentrating on physical properties of locomotion type that participate in determining its navigability in indoor space. Source [3] presented a semantic topographic space and constraint model for indoor navigation as a CityGML [5] application Domain Extension (ADE). They proposed a constraint model that discusses the constraints generated and required from 3D topographic space to support all tasks of indoor navigation and their integration in MLSEM. The proposed constraint model is specific to topographic space and it did not discuss the constraints that are generated or required to consider from locomotion type for their indoor navigation.
[2] discussed the importance of "consideration of navigational context" in indoor navigation. They gave an idea about the importance of the mode of locomotion and the issue of subspacing of navigable space based on the mode. Keeping in view the same idea, this work highlights the importance of constraints of locomotion types that are the base for defming the space as navigable and nonnavigable. This research work is considering semantic, topologic and geometric constraints of a locomotion type and proposing conceptual constraint model to realize different constraints of the locomotion type. It also explains a procedure to implement those constraints to determine navigable and nonnavigable space for a specific locomotion type in indoor space.
III. MODES OF LOCOMOTION AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR INDOOR N A VIGA TION

A. Locomotion types
The term locomotion refers to the way a body moves from one place to another. Locomotion types are categorized into organism / natural and robot locomotion. The common locomotion types of nature are flow in channel, crawl, fly, jump, walk, run, and slide. Most of the robot locomotions are inspired by nature's locomotion types.
Robot locomotions are fu rther categorized based on the environment they operate e.g. ground, aerial, and underwater. The difference of mobility mechanism in ground locomotions makes them fu rther distinguishable into wheel, leg (s), and crawling based locomotion shown in figure-l [23] . The mobility mechanism criterion is used for categorizing the indoor environment locomotions.
Indoor environment locomotions are categorized as walking, driving and flying. Here, walking refers to leges) and driving refers to wheeled based locomotion types. The locomotion type that takes flight, maintains stability and manoeuvres in the air is referred as flying. In indoor environment, an example of driving or wheeled based mechanism is Wheelchair. Similarly, leg(s) based locomotion that is most common and can be replicated as bipedal walking system in indoor environment is walking person. Apart fr om these two locomotion types, micro Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UA V) [20] (Miniature UA V) [6] , is a new technology used in built environments. We are considering UA Vas an example for flying locomotion. The locomotion types considered for this study are defined as below. 1) Driving: Wheeled locomotion, which has wheel (s) mechanism for its mobility is referred as driving locomotion. In indoor environment it can be a wheelchair, autonomously driving robot or vehicle. Here, we are considering wheelchair as example for driving type of locomotion in indoor environment.
Crawling based locomotion Figure 1 : The types of locomotion distinguished based on the type of environment they operate and mobility mechanism. Here we are considering a wheelchair that is only moving on the floor.
2) Walking: Legged locomotion, which has leg(s) for its mobility is referred as walking. In indoor environments, the common uses of legs based locomotion are hwnans, animals, or robots. In this paper, we are considering a human (a walking person) as an example for walking type of locomotion. Walk Person; any individual self-conscious or rational being or as an individual human being is consider as Walk person. In normal case a hwnan being move on the floor and cross less than 3 fe et high obstacles. Here, we are considering a physically fit, not injured or not disabled person.
3) Flying: Aerial vehicle that can fly and sustain stability in air is referred as flying vehicle. Recent developments in aerial vehicle results into without onboard crew in outdoors and even in indoor environments [6] . Here, we are considering micro Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) as an example for flying locomotion. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV); commonly referred to as UA V's are defined as powered aerial vehicle sustained in flight by aerodynamic, lift over most of their flight path and guided without an onboard crew. In this study, we are considering Micro UA V, which can fly within building. Diffe rent aviation authorities have different standards for UAVs. Here, we consider an average micro UAV for our study.
B. Role of locomotion type for constraining indoor movement.
1) Use Case
The role of constraints of locomotion types can be abstracted considering a use case of a navigable the shortest route plan between two points from start to target point. In this use case, rooms are adjacent and connected through a corridor and an open window. There is a box laid on the floor in one of the room. The route plan for the shortest path from start to target point and exit route in the given static indoor environment will be completely different for the different locomotion type as shown in figures 2-7. The navigable space for the different locomotion types in a given static indoor space (see figure 8 ) will be different in normal situation as shown in figures 9-11 (Navigable space is highlighted in green colour). In this use case, the considered rooms are adjacent and connected through a corridor and an open window. The corridor and right room consist of a step in each. When we extract the network models (using the method of Similar use cases for different types of locomotion can be considered within a room, between two floors of a building, within a building, and between different buildings.
2) Requirements imminent with the locomotion type for navigation in indoor space
From the observation of the use case (1), we determine requirements that need to be addressed to navigate a locomotion type in indoor space. The identification of these requirements will lead to determination of constraints for the indoor navigation of a specific locomotion type. Our fo cus of study is not on an individual locomotion type's body and body part movement. We are interested to know the requirements of locomotion type's whole body influence on indoor space to determine navigable and nonnavigable space considering its semantic, geometric, and topologic information. The requirements are as fo llow. a) All types of locomotion share properties and behaviours at the generalized level 'locomotion' shown in figure-I. Those properties and behaviours need to be defined. Some of those properties of each locomotion type emphasized on need of requirements to be addressed to navigate in indoor space. Some examples are given in the fo llowing table-I. b) The types of locomotion defined based on mode of mobility and on common uses in indoor space have specialized properties and behaviours. These properties of each locomotion type has specialized requirements and need specialized treatment to navigate in indoor space e.g. driving, walking, and flying defined in section III-A. Examples are given in table-2. c) The requirements generated from properties and behaviours of locomotion types that need to be addressed to navigate in indoor space are categorized into fo llowing types.
•
Real Physical requirements
The real physical requirements are those requirements which are related to locomotion type's physical properties e.g. volume of locomotion type must be less than the indoor space to navigate. The physical requirements are further distinguished as fo llow.
(1) Geometric related requirements. These requirements are related to the geometry of locomotion type e.g. length of locomotion type must be less than the space length. Geometry related requirements are categorized into scale, topology and direction requirements. Scale requirements are those requirements, which are related with the physical measurement of locomotion type e.g. length, width, etc. Scale requirements emphasized on importance of locomotion type's physical measurements to be address for smooth movement of locomotion type in indoor space e.g. width of locomotion type must be less than the width of indoor space. Topology requirements include topological relations required between locomotion type and indoor space e.g. locomotion type must be 'within' indoor space. Direction requirement contains directional requirements to be addressed during the navigation of locomotion type in indoor space e.g. locomotion types must be always 'above' the floor surface. (2) Capacity related requirements. Each locomotion type has capacity properties e.g. every wheelchair has a fixed capacity to drive on a limited slope. They need to be address to navigate in indoor space e.g. wheelchair can move on a ramp if it has slope less than the capacity of wheelchair. It has further requirement types Pass On, Cross Through and Maneuver. Pass On requirements include locomotion type must have capacity to pass on specific indoor space parts, which will be different from normal indoor space e.g. step, hole, slope, etc. The locomotion type must have capacity to Cross Through some specific indoor spaces which may include smoky, water filled, or crowded indoor spaces. Maneuver requirement demands to have capacity of locomotion type to have some maneuverity skills that may include jump, crawl, and etc in specific indoor spaces e.g. gap between two floors. (3) No t-consider list requirements. These are those parts or areas of indoor environment that do not need to consider for its movement. For example, in normal situation, wheelchair does not need to consider roof or window for its movement trajectory. (4) St atus requirements. Apart from above specialized requirements there are many additional requirements those need to consider for the locomotion type. These requirements include physical working condition of indoor space that would be in status of nonnal, above nonnal, below nonnal conditions for the locomotion type.
e) There is requirement of taking the parameter of time in determining the subspace for a locomotion type in indoor environment. Each type of locomotion has different requirements to be addressed based on the time period fa ctor e.g. a specific room is smoky and cannot be navigate in fixed period of time whereas in another time period it is nonnal to navigate.
j) The consideration of safe physical requirements of the locomotion type has same importance as that of real physical requirements. In all use cases, we shall have safe physical requirements to fulfil like that of real physical.
IV. CONSTRAINTS RESULTING FROM LOCOMOTION TYPES
A.
Types of constraints and constraints for locomotion types
The condition or requirement that is required to be fulfilled to navigate a locomotion type defmes a specific constraint to be address. The definitions and determination of constraints from requirements are given as below.
Constraints: The term constraint here refers as an obstacle or hurdle in the smooth movement of a locomotion type e.g. a person cannot walk through a wall, in this example, the incapacity to walk through a wall is a constraint for a person. The purpose of constraint is to address the requirement of a locomotion type in indoor navigation in an organised manner. Through a constraint, we put a condition or a rule on a locomotion type's property or behaviour and fu lfilment of that condition will be a prerequisite for the smooth movement of locomotion type. The application of fulfilment of a constraint of a locomotion type will be individual one or combination of different constraints which will result in smooth movement of locomotion type in indoor space. Each locomotion type discussed in section III has different constraints which are detennined fr om requirements of the locomotion types for indoor navigation. The constraints are categorized into real physical and safe physical constraints.
• Real Physical Constraints:
Real physical constraints are those constraints that may arise due to real physical requirements of locomotion type. Real physical constraints are divided into two types:
Geometric constraints include length, width, space volume, etc., of locomotion type. These constraints are generated from geometric requirements of locomotion type. For the smooth movement of locomotion type these constraints need to be addressed. b) Capacity Constraints: These are constraints that show capacity of the locomotion type in a specific area. For example, highest speed of locomotion type is lOO m/s.
Similarly, when the locomotion type is in its initial position or in final position or during the movement it always requires stability for the smooth movement. Therefore, capacity constraints need to address the capacity requirements of locomotion type. c) Not Consider List Constraints: These are those constraints which are generated to fu lfil the requirements of not-consider-Iist requirements mentioned in section III.
d) St atus Constraints: Apart from above specialized constraints there are additional constraints that need to consider existence of the required status of the indoor space e.g. physical condition of indoor space for the smooth movement of locomotion type (normal condition). 2) Dynamic Constraints: Those constraints that change with the time period are called dynamic constraints. These constraints include movements of body of locomotion type and its kinematics constraints which may change with the time period and resulting into different requirements.
• Safe Physical Constraints:
Those constraints that are not actually physical but treating like physical and arise due to organizational or security rulesl policies. The safe physical constraints are categorized into fo llowing types: 1) Fix ed Constraints: Those safe physical constraints which are fixed and do not change over time are called fixed constrains. For example, safe length of a wheelchair. These are categorized into fo llowing specialized types of constraints. (a) Geometric Constraints, (b) Capacity Constraints, (c) Not consider list constraints, and (d) Status constraints. If.
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I !icaIeGeomehyiR� aib"dConstJ'a mt I Topologk:'afGeomettyRelate<ll:on.,bralnt I I P ,"" s ( Detail of these constraints is almost the same as of physical constraints except these are extended physical ones, 2) Dynamic Constraints: Constraints that change with the time period are called dynamic constraints, For example, length constraint of a locomotion type changes during its movement. The dynamic constraints are categorized into specialized types like geometry related constraints, capacity constraints, not consider-list constraints, and status constraints. The conceptual constraints model for a locomotion type is presented in fig. lS , The fo llowing table-3 shows an example of some properties of the Wheelchair and its requirements to address for its smooth movement. The representations of low-level behaviours at the body level of locomotion type are ignored to minimize effort, The constraints according to the described model in fig, 15 are also given in table-3, 
REQUIREMENTS OF A FRAMEWORK FOR INDOOR SUBSPACING BASED ON LOCOMOTION TYPE
From the use case defined in section III, a list of requirements are defmed, which emphasized on need of a framework to address the indoor subspacing based on different types of locomotion, The requirements are as below, J) From section-III and section-IV it becomes clear that different locomotion types have different requirements for indoor navigation and they determine different constraints to address. These different constraints will determine various indoor subspaces for different locomotion type. Thus, distinguishable subspace for a specific locomotion type needs to be determined.
2) Once constraints (limits and strengths) of a locomotion type are known then they need to be fu rther categorized to deal how they will be realized or applied in indoor environment. This will be helpful to deal with the locomotion type in different indoor environments and situations.
3) Each indoor space cell needs to be defined as navigable or nonnavigable based on given constraints of a locomotion type.
4)
How the proprieties and behaviours of locomotion type will be utilized to determine navigable and nonnavigable space in semantics and geometrics enriched 3D indoor environment e.g. if a CityGML 3D indoor building model is given then how the wheelchairs properties will be utilized to know its navigability in unit space area.
5)
There is need of a framework to use semantic, geometric and topologic information to determine the details about navigable and nonnavigable space for a locomotion type in indoor space. The geometric or semantic information alone can handle the situation to some extent but to avoid complex calculations, to get the fa st and accurate results there is need to use aggregate of information fr om different domains e.g. each step of a stair can be checked geometrically for a wheelchair to drive but if we have semantic information about stairs then we can easily skip the stairs in navigable route of a wheelchair.
6) There is a need of a procedure to implement and address the constraints of locomotion type to navigate in a given indoor space, which will result into subspacing of a given indoor space for a specific locomotion type.
7)
A unit of indoor space will be distinguished based on the constraints of the locomotion type that will result into overall determination of subspace for the locomotion type.
A. Categorization of constraint types in indoor navigation for diff erent locomotion types
For smooth movement of the locomotion type in indoor environment it needs to address its constraints. Diffe rent constraint types and their requirements for the specific locomotion type were discussed in section-III and IV. Here, the constraint types are categorized into two types primary and secondary (to address requirement 2) to deal the requirement of how the constraints types will be realized to determine navigability of indoor space. Primary constraints are the basic constraints that show the essential entities require and requirements from entities of indoor space for the smooth movement of the locomotion type e.g. geometry related constraints and topological constraints. Primary constraints are prerequisite for secondary constraints, otherwise smooth movement of the locomotion type is not possible. e.g. stability constraints. In other words, primary constraints are those constraints which we derive fr om the requirements of properties of the locomotion type at the generalized level (initial level) shown in figure-l and secondary constraints are derived from specialized locomotion types e.g. flying.
The fo llowing table shows the constraints type category and entities require from navigational space to address the requirements of constraint. 
B. Partition of indoor space based on constraints of the locomotion types
Considering requirement 3 and 7, each indoor environment's part needs to be defmed based on the constraints of the locomotion type. Indoor environment consists of indoor space cells (space cells will be discussed in fo llowing section). Each indoor space cell will be represented based on constraints of the locomotion type. The considered indoor space has physical existence and is distinguished based on physical constraints of the locomotion type. When we consider a semantically enriched 3D building model for each type of locomotion then for a particular type of locomotion specific indoor space part of the 3D building become important, e.g. window is important for VA V's route planning whereas it is less important for Wheelchair in normal conditions. Considering this argument we categorized the semantic parts of 3D building model into two types for route planning of each locomotion type as consider and not consider. "Consider" are those parts of building model that are essential and "not-consider" parts are those parts that are not important during the route planning of a specific locomotion type. Categorization is based on two situations; normal and exceptional situation. Exceptional situation is that situation when there is emergency or extra normal situation. The requirements of this consider and not-consider of a specific space or cell of an indoor environment is realized through not consider-list constraint. Simultaneously, we distinguished the indoor space cell based on primary constraints of locomotion type. The indoor space cell which fulfils the requirements of the primary constraints will be described as considered/free or temporarily blocked space for navigation. While not fu lfilling the requirements of the primary constraints will be considered as nonnavigable. Consider cell or indoor space part of building is further distinguished into navigable, permanently nonnavigable, and dynamic space based on secondary constraints. Navigable space is a free space available for movement of the locomotion type after fulfilling its constraints. Nonnavigable space is restricted space where the locomotion type cannot move due to its constraints. Dynamic space is navigable and nonnavigable in specific period of time. In same way, the indoor space part is represented by considered and not considered space based on safe physical constraints. The indoor space partition for the locomotion type considering its constraints is shown in figure-16 .
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C. Na vigational ce lls
The concept of navigational cells is discussed to address the requirement 4. After determining the constraints and representation of indoor space part based on constraints of locomotion types, now the question arises how these constraints will be applied on specific parts of indoor environment, are there any methods that partition the indoor space semantically or geometrically? The answer is afftrmative and there are different methods to partition indoor environment. Some of the methods are given below. [19] presented a graph based model that is geometrically embedded for precise results. It describes a semantic model for route planning. These models are based on subdivision of the whole building space into well-defined parts called sections.
[25] presented a graph based spatial model and algorithm that can be used for route planning inside buildings. It describes a systematic approach to construct network model from geometrical data of building interior. The algorithm take input of floor plans of the building in vector based fo rmat consisting of polygons representing regions. For navigation, access points on the shared boundary of adjoining spatial polygons are defined as boundary nodes. Apart from boundary nodes, it considers the hierarchical relations of physical space of building organised into floors, sections, rooms, and etc., resulting/drawing into hierarchical graphs. Further, the algorithm makes partition of non-convex region into non overlapping convex sub-regions. This step includes connecting concave corners or the next convex corners of polygons. On the basis of partitioning, navigational graph for the physical space is defined, also the paths between boundary nodes. There is another method given by [15] . They presented a new way-fmding method for complex buildings which contains nonnavigable areas detached to boundary and their space boundaries contain non-convex shapes. [4] 's method uses topological way-finding method to generate paths by means of integration of Building Information Model (BIM). In this method, building model was created by BIM based modeller so called "GongTown" and parts of building are treated based on structure-floor plan model [4] . The space topology was generated by representing a node for building component such as space, door, and window whereas a link is representing a connection between two connected spaces. Further, way finding is performed by developing the topological graph and considering distance and other attributes such as door type and space type. The method also discussed to deal with obstacles and non-convex spaces by subdivision of space. The steps include search for concave space or contains any concave obstacles, if find the concave space then subdividing the concave space into minimal set of convex subspace. In next step, it constructs network graph by representing one node for each subspace and one for middle of each edge between subspaces. At the end, all doors are connected to the nearest subspace node and paths can be developed for navigation. Apart from above methods to represent indoor space, there are well known international standards which support for semantics and geometric representation of building interior e.g. IFC [9] and CityGML [5] . These standards partition the topographic space of building/room in well defined parts. The physical constraints of the locomotion type will be applied to each convex subspace or semantically distinguished part of indoor environment. The sub-regions/subsections or subspaces generated through above discussed methods will be used to know the navigable and nonnavigable subspace for the locomotion type. The resulting navigable subspace for the locomotion type will contain one or collection of navigable sub-regions. Those small functional divisions or sub-regions will be called navigable cells that are referred as different names in different methods of indoor space representation [17] . For example, [25] called them boundary nodes and spatial regions.
During the application of constraints we have to ignore those constraints which are applied only to semantic based indoor models. On the other hand, constraints based on semantics will be applied if the indoor representation model is based on semantic model e.g. CityGML.
D. Mu ltilayered Space-Event Mo de l (ML SEM) and subspacing based on the type of locomotion [27] have introduced Multilayered Space-Event Model (MLSEM) to represent multilayered space structure where each space layer represents independent space schemas. Each space layer contains a graph, is formed based on Node Relationship-Structure (NRS) [26] . In dual space a node in a graph represents volwnetric cell in primal space. Whereas an edge represents a transition between two states fo nned from two volwnetric cells in primal space. Multi layers are integrated with each other using n-partite graph. A subj ect or object will be in one cell (state) at a given time of each layer simultaneously. Therefore, a joint-state is used to navigate a subject or object in multilayered graph. A space layer (e.g. topographic space) can be subdivided based on a specific consideration e.g. type of locomotion. In our case, for the different types of locomotion this model allows to form a main layer (topographic layer) and then form sub layers to fa cilitate the subspacing for each type of locomotion. The inter space connection relation between main layer and sub layers are represented as "contains"/ "inside" and "equal". This concept allows for hierarchical grouping of space models [2] . Here, subspacing refers subdivision of indoor topographic space on considerations of physical constraints of the locomotion type. When, we develop the main topographic layer that is based on NRS from topographic space. Each node in dual space represents an indoor space cell in primal space e.g. room's air space is represented with a node. After implementing the procedure discuss in the fo llowing section we will get navigable indoor space cells for each type of locomotion. From these navigable space cells we will develop space layer in dual space which will be a hierarchical space model representing a subspace of the main topographic space for the specific locomotion type. The pseudocode for developing a subspace for a locomotion type from a semantic, geometric, and topologic enriched 3D indoor environment is given in section F.
E. Procedure for subspacing based on constraints of locomotion type.
To address requirement S and 6, a procedure with a framework is presented for subspacing of indoor environment for locomotion type considering its constraints. The subspacing procedure is divided into steps to simplify the complex procedure. In the first step physical constraints are applied on physically available space. The not-consider constraints of the locomotion type decide on a particular part of indoor space if it is required to consider navigable or non- • Navigational cells Figure 17 : The whole scenario of subspacing of indoor space according to the locomotion type considering its constraints and getting navigable cells.
F. Fo rmalization
The procedure discussed in previous section which will result into a navigable subspace layer for a locomotion type in MLSEM is fonnulized as fo llow.
An Indoor Space (IS) consists of indoor elements or indoor navigational cells.
• IS= {ground floor, door, object, .... , table, roof, space} • hm 1 and hm2 will be called constraints C 1 and C2 respectively of L 1. C 1 and C2 represent requirements to be addressed for the smooth movement of Ll in indoor navigation.
• Each constraint, e.g. C 1 contains instances and procedure to fulfil its requirements.
• For each locomotion type Ll there is procedure PrcO which considers indoor environment and starts from the constraints instances, perfonns extensive geometric, semantic and topologic checking with the instances of elements (p I, p2, and etc) in IE. After performing constraints check, it decides about the element of IS whether it is not-consider, navigable, nonnavigable, or dynamic space for the locomotion type L 1.
This procedure is elaborated further as fo llow When the locomotion type Ll is selected from a set of locomotion types M then considering its particular real physical and safe physical properties some elements of IE will be skipped as nonnavigable or not-allowed. In next step, considered or allowed elements of IE will be checked to fulfil the primary physical constraints of L1. During this step the elements of IE will be categorized into navigable, nonnavigable or dynamic space.
Those elements of IE which are categorized navigable and navigable in a specific time period will be further checked for secondary physical constraints of L1. The elements of IE will be again categorized into three, navigable, nonnavigable and dynamic space. The collection of elements of IE which are distinguished as navigable and navigable in a specific time period will be collectively called navigable space or disjoint union of navigable cells for L1. The whole procedure is summarized as fo llow. Each navigable space cell in primal space is converted into a node in dual space using the method of [14] . If the primal space cell is in connection with its adjacent navigable cells then it will be represented with an edge in dual space depicting a transition between the two cells. This will result into a graph containing nodes and edges representing the navigable space for the locomotion type. When we extract only navigable space from the main topographic space then it will become a navigable subspace model (subspace layer in MLSEM) for the selected locomotion type L 1.
The subspace layer determined in previous step will be integrated with the main topographic space layer of 3D environment using the method inter and intra-space connections ofMLSEM.
VI.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We discussed requirements, constraints, and type of constraint for locomotion types. It highlighted the importance of constraints, apparently they are the base to decide navigable and nonnavigable space for the specific locomotion type. Categorization and to know the requirements of each constraint reduces the complexity to do subspacing for the locomotion type in indoor environment. Furthermore, this categorization and procedure to determine navigable and nonnavigable space and its integration with MLSEM will be helpful in standardization of subspacing of indoor space for different modes of locomotion. In fu ture, we will fo cus on use of graph and geometric based methods of representation of 3D building models for subspacing for different locomotion types considering their specific constraints.
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